
Union Square Neighborhood Council
March 01, 2021
7 pm – 9 pm
Zoom Meeting
 
Attendees:
Board Members:
Michèle Hansen
Ann Camara
Andy Greenspon
David Scott
Gary Trujillo
Tori Antonino
Bill Shelton
Isabella Drago
Bill Cavellini
Sarah Dunbar
Pennie Taylor

Community Members:
Sam LaTronica - Real Estate Director, Somerville Community Corporation
Roger Levy
Jessica Eshleman
Allen Nissenbaum
Brian and Maryam
Frank Kautz
Joyce Wu
Greg Hill
Marie-Elle Merchant
Willie Burnley Jr
Alexander Brown-Whalem
Mary Jo
Kristen from SomerNova
Mike

1. Welcome and introductions

2. Public comment

Jessica: We have been supporting local businesses in accessing necessary funding. While there 
is still need out there, State Sector-specific grant funds of more than $8 million are going to 



Somerville businesses. The Shuttered Venues Operator grants are about to come online. There is 
still a steep climb ahead, but there is hope on the horizon. The Somerville Ave Streetscape and 
Utility project is set to finish this year. There will be 41 new street trees and protected bike lanes.
By mid-summer the work near the heart of the square will be finishing, while work near Medford
St will continue through November 2021. Shuttered Venues Operator grant: This passed in the 
last federal stimulus package - it can provide up to 45% of gross earned revenue to these 
businesses. For example, Warehouse XI, who has not been able to really operate since last 
March, can take advantage of these grants.

Gary discusses the question of whether the Board should read the USNC Mission Statement at 
the beginning of meetings. This subject will be discussed later in the meeting to understand the 
purpose of doing so and whether we believe it is beneficial.

3. Approval of meeting minutes from February 08, 2021

Unanimous vote to approve, Gary abstains.

4. Elect a new Treasurer from the Board

Isabella nominates David Scott for Treasurer. David Scott accepted the nomination. A vote on 
the nomination was taken. Unanimous approval of David Scott to be Treasurer.

5. Presentation by Union United, and Q&A

Mary Jo: Two goals tonight: 1) To update the USNC on what is going on with Union United, 
and 2) To discuss our equity agenda for the planned commercial developments in Union Square.
Mary Jo gives presentation on equity. Lots of their members have been displaced since they 
were formed. Lots of vulnerable residents in Somerville who need access to good jobs, training 
and affordable housing to stay here. Poverty issues. Un and under employment. Educational 
needs. HOusing Cost BUurden. Comute to work outside of the city.

Marie-Elle discusses UU equity agenda for Commercial DEvelopment Projects. Project Labor 
Agreement or Wage & Apprenticeship ratio standards for all construction. Finding replacement 
site for Royal Hospitality. Life science job training & local hiring, hiring of people of color and 
women. Space for Community Center. Procurement priority for local immigrant and other 
BIPOC owned businesses. High speed Internet Installation. Space for growing businesses.

Mary Jo: Union labor or if not that, agreements for safe labor conditions and fair wages.

Greg Hill discusses the issue of Royal Hospitality that will become the D3 block for extensive 



development. D3 developed some time between 2021 and 2024 and US2 has no plans to help 
them relocate within Somerville so that the current workers can access these jobs. Both UU and 
SST support the Royal Hospitality workers. The Somerville Jobs Creation and Retention fund is 
also looking into this. There should be job training available paid for by US2 for any workers let 
go from Royal Hospitality.

Alexander Brown-Whalen discusses job training, especially in the life sciences for the jobs that
will come with the new developments. Whether through First Source Jobs or other organizations.
Job training funding and local hiring.

Willie Burnley Jr: Procurement is the acquiring of goods and services from businesses via bids. 
Developers do procurement for businesses to do all sorts of things for the development. This can 
be very good for local businesses if they get this businesses. Boston 2014-2019, there was a huge
discrepancy in who got those contracts for Boston development. Of the $200 million given out 
from the City of Boston for these contracts, 2.5% went to businesses owned by people of color. 
<0.5% went to black businesses. 0.8% went to latino-owned businesses. Black-owned businesses
were the largest set of businesses that could have taken these contracts, and could have taken at 
least 3.6% of these contracts. This only widens the wealth gap between black and white 
households. It is important to have developers prioritize these types of local businesses in their 
bids.
Immigrants and elderly folks have far less access to high speed internet. Even those who do, 
some pay huge amounts of money for this. Wifi is often the largest cost utility besides rent. 
Cambridge has been pushing for municipal internet. But developers need to help out, laying the 
conduits necessary for high speed internet, for providing open hot spots for the community.

Marie-Elle: Through this development, we want to maintain locally owned businesses, 
especially those owned by woman and people of color. The zoning does require some allocation 
of space to creative businesses, which we hope can be used to help local businesses that fit this 
category.
UU meets the first Thursday of every month. If you want to be part of our communications, 
contact our email. Union United Meeting will be this Thursday 3/4 at 6pm. Email is  
unionunited2014@gmail.com.

Bill S: In 2017, a number of us put forward a zoning amendment to change the linkage fee to 
$8.15 for jobs and $10 for housing. So new development can contribute a lot of money to those 
causes.
(Mary Jo, writing into the chat: Jobs for Somerville, a Union United anchor group, pulled 
together the linkage campaign. And many of you participated!)
Bill S: How to implement municipal broadband? And I’m somewhat alarmed about what I heard 
tonight about Somerville Community Corporation. I want to know who got fired and for what 
purpose.



Willie: Cambridge in 2015 pushed to start municipal broadband. The City manager in 
Cambridge delayed the implantation of this. Municipal broadband is a powerful tool, but is not a 
cheap tool. The largest costs would be installation and tearing up roads. There can be cost 
savings, to do these projects when other road construction is already going on, saving millions of
dollars via really well planned infrastructure growth.

Mary Jo: Regarding SCC, they are under new management. They hired a new CEO. They have 
some financial issues, but they resolved them by firing the lead organizer, Rene Mardones, who 
was devoting significant time to UU and through grants we procured. UU is a volunteer or rank-
and-file organization. SCC made plans to reduce the staff working on First Source Jobs program.
We have not gone to the press with that story yet, but we will bring it up when we talk about the 
positive activities we continue to do.

Bill Cav: There was a check of municipal broadband in Somerville and the City decided it was 
too much. Another thing - with the rise of 5G, the issue of using cable may become archaic. All 
of these should be in the mix, in order to provide the Internet access to those who need it.

Tori asked about laying cable for municipal broadband. Willie states this would be the way to do
it.

Greg Hill says that he has heard increasing sunspot activity could interfere with 5G, so 
underground cable may still be important.

Michèle: When they are digging up the ground, we can ask the developer sto put in another 
cable line for more broadband. 
Willie says this would be the best way, or they could pay into a fund.
Procurement issue? Marie-Elle says creative space requirements can be used to work on the local
business owners getting businesses.

Gary would like to personally be involved in the municipal broadband effort, and is willing to 
work with UU on that effort.. There are possible health effects related to 5G, due to the 
frequencies being used; I’d like to pass on information about these dangers  to those working on 
this effort. The creation of a community center is one of  the efforts that USNC has been working
on.  I’d like to work with Union United members who have an interest in helping think through 
what best serves people in the Union Square area.  There is also an unresolved question about 
whether each of the developments will include one or more of the facilities that make up the 
community center space or whether those facilities will be aggregated into a single structure, 
which is our strong preference.   I would also like to try to get other people in the area in the 
neighborhood involved in helping think through these and other matters.The facilities mentioned 
during the UU presentation are those that are being considered by USNC (e.g. branch library, 
YMCA, relocation of SMC, etc.). 



Sam: SCC has had some financial issues, but SCC is still focused on community involvement 
and organizing and working in good faith with the USNC and fulfilling the CBA commitments.
Bill Cav clarifies that the conversations have been between Diretor Gonazlo Publo and the CBA 
Monitoring Committee.

6. Any Updates on Developments

a. Boynton Yards/DLJ 

Bill Cav: The first meeting between USNC and Jon Fenton/Nick Barker since we signed the 
agreement with them. We went over the agreement point by point and talked about any changes 
that have happened since the agreement was signed in December. There have not been that many
changes. There is some movement towards a design for building #2 - we saw very rough 
sketches. There is thinking outside the box to bring some of the green space inside some of the 
first floor square footage of the building. There is a bicycle parking area and showers provided 
for cycling commuters. DLJ said they had a very successful job fair in Boston to attract people to
the construction they do in Boston. They hope to do the same thing in Somerville when they put 
the second building out to bid and contractors are hired for that.

Bill S asks how the relationship with DLJ is progressing.
Michèle, Tori, and David Scott respond that it was a good meeting. Tori says it was quite 
exciting to see the idea of the open space integrating with the building. 

Bill Cav: We spent quite a bit of time asking about traffic and congestion. Who were they 
meeting with for the mobility management team in the City - they said Brad Rawon and Justin. 
Kevin Griffin, DLJ traffic person met with them. We asked who is paying for the infrastructure 
improvements in Boynton, in particular in south street. Will South Street be made a two way 
street? DLJ said initially it will be a one-way street heading east toward Medford St. There will 
be some widening happening and possibly a traffic signal at Medford and South St. Jon Fenton 
claims that he is being asked to pay for all of this - he has at least agreed to pay for some of it. 
The traffic from Medford will expect to be coming in from West on Ward St. Ward St is very 
narrow, so there may be improvements required there. There is a requirement for bike lanes on 
South St that is complicating things in terms of the width of the road. There may need to be some
taking of nearby property to accomplish this. To those here from 80 Webster, this developer DLJ
is taking responsibility for some of the infrastructure improvements that have to happen to 
alleviate some of the traffic congestion that will happen here. We should look to other developers
that will have traffic emptying out onto Medford St, such as CV Properties and Capital Hall, to 
take responsibility for the infrastructure and traffic issues as well.

Tori: Jon Fenton said he’s willing to take the lead on conversations to get the community center 
discussion started again. He is also very open to having a pedestrian bridge across the railroad 



tracks to USQ being on part of his property and possibly paying for part of it. What I am most 
impressed about Jon Fenton is his responsiveness. Though US2 set a very low bar on this issue.

b. D2 blocks/US2

Bill Cav: I was at the site today, and it was the first time I’ve seen any site work being done. 
There is heavy equipment on the site. The first thing they did was remove brush on the Prospect 
St sidewalk.

Bill S: I was in a meeting yesterday where I was told by Tom Bent that D2 construction will start
in June and the commercial and residential parts will be constructed simultaneously.

c. 64 Webster Avenue/CV Properties 

Michèle: We had a meeting with 80 Webster Ave and the surrounding area, that allowed 
community members to speak about their issues and concerns. We will continue with those 
conversations. 

Bill Cav: There were 37 people at the meeting. I was very happy that so many people showed 
up. Most of the people were from 80 Webster Ave and other nearby residential buildings. Those 
buildings were constructed by the same developer, David Aposhian. We got very strong 
feedback from the neighbors, which will help us in our discussions in executive session about 
how to handle the developers, CV Properties. There will be another meeting next week with 80 
Webster Ave residents.

Tori: A number of issues discussed, including but not limited to: No setbacks between the two 
buildings, issue of shadows, construction noise, safety during construction, those who directly 
face the building looking directly into the rooms of the commercial facade. People from 80 
Webster have drafted a letter addressing their concerns about the development. I asked if it 
would make a difference if the building being proposed were moved to where the current parking
garage is south of 80 Webster Ave, and that did not seem to be a good solution, and encounter a 
lot of the same issues, such as sunlight and views. We talked about some potential solutions of 
working together, such as possibly getting a zoning amendment worked on for the area. We 
discussed possible leverage we may have, such as commenting on MEPA forms, and that the 
developer is crossing all their t’s and dotting all their i’s. Making the development to as much as 
possible positively impact 80 WEbster Ave and other neighbors in the community.

Michèle: There was a lot of discussion about how this zoning in Boynton Yards came to be and 
the need to ask the City Councillors about that. The question of unlimited height in Boynton 
Yards for example.



Tori: Lots of 80 Webster residents were caught off guard because they thought the abutting 
parcel was zoned MR5 and then the zoning was changed seemingly rapidly to HR.

d. Glass Stop Site/Capital Hall 

Andy: Capital Hall is still negotiating with the City about a Covenant and other items the 
developer is supposed to provide. Is there an Urban Framework written yet for Union Square 
East? I know one was already written for Boynton Yards, which Tori emailed around. It would 
seem hard for Capital Hall to design a building without satisfying parameters that have yet to be 
written yet. The USNC sent Capital Hall a letter stating that we would be back in touch with 
them after they finish their negotiations with the City and after that Urban Framework document 
is put out.

Bill S: When we last met with the Planning Staff, they said they have not written an Urban 
Framework for Union Square East.

Michèle: The Planning Staff also said there was a problem with traffic circulation at that site. 
We said we would get back to Capital Hall in two months to see where they are.

Gary asks if Capital Hall replied. Ann says Tom Macone replied with one abbreviation “Rcvd” 
as in “received”.

e. Brickbottom “North River” development 

Bill Cav: Development for two buildings - they have met with Brickbottom at least once. Issues 
of improvements for pedestrian access in the area and to and from the new T stations. 300,000 sq
ft of life science space.

f. 3 Hawkins St development 

Bill Cav: 59 units of housing at the corner of Lake St and Hawkins St. Hawkins St connects 
Washington St and Somerville Ave. A mix of units. Parking is on the first floor. As you walk on 
the street, there is a brick wall holding the parking. This is why there may be an ask to put a 
mural on the brick wall. 11 affordable units out of the 59. Of the affordable units, I believe there 
are 7 two-bedroom, 2 three-bedroom, the rest are 1 bedroom and studios. 5 stories high, MR5 
district. One side faces a park where the adjacent developer is building a park on the former JJ 
Sullivan Site. They want to liven up a dead wall wrapping around from Hawkins to Lake St. I 
hope the Planning Board weighs in unfavorably in terms of first floor dead space. It’s both a 



safety and aesthetic issue. When you have commercial or housing that faces the street, then there 
is more safety day and night. JJ Sullivan site has no parking. This site has proposed 15 parking 
spaces and then 2 parking spaces not sheltered. No one in either development can get street 
parking permits.

Tori asks where Union Square zoning requires 60% commercial, 40% housing. Andy answers 
that the split is only in the Union Square zoning overhaul, which is primarily the D-parcels to be 
developed by US2.

Bill Cav points out that the transformational zones have to do 75% commercial and 25% 
residential split, such as Boynton Yards, Inner Belt, but it’s not west of Union Square proper.

Bill S: I am all for more commercial development. I am less bothered by this development than 
the JJ Sullivan development because this one is off the main commercial thoroughfare. The JJ 
Sullivan Development on Somerville Ave is all residential. The problem with this development 
is the first floor brick wall, which does not activate the street, and it makes the area less safe. 

g. Any other developments? 

Bill Cav: I looked into the Historic Preservation Committee meeting about Lichoulas property 
on Washington St. 377 Washington St on the Lichoulas site was up for whether it was 
historically significant. The Commission found it historically significant. The next step this 
month will be for the Historical Preservation Commission to ask whether it should be preferably 
preserved or not. If they say so, then it kicks off a year of negotiations between  the commission 
and developer as to whether it should be permanently preserved.

Ann says he believes that Lichoulas is going to sell both properties.

Andy mentions there was hope for the NR to UR and leave FAB building as is, but if Historic 
preservation is going to keep the NR building as is for historic, and the neighbors don’t want the 
FAB building zoning changes, then Lichoulas is probably going to sell and another developer 
will build up the FAB building to max possible.

Tori asks about why the Historic Preservation Commission held a hearing on this building.

Michèle: If someone wants to tear down a building older than 75 years, it automatically goes 
before the Historical Preservation commission. The developer can bring in evidence that the 
building is falling down or dilapidated to advocate for its removal, and Lichoulas did not bring in
the evidence, so that is a failing of his lawyers.

Bill Cav: Before you can go to ISD (Inspectional Services Department) for a demolition permit, 



you have to go before various commissions, including the Historical Preservation Commission 
for older buildings.

7. Updates on meeting with Somerville Planning Staff, Sarah Lewis and Tom Galligani

Ann thinks the meeting is at noon. Andy thought it was at 1 pm based on the meeting link. Bill 
Cav says it was reported to be at 1 pm. USNC will double check it.

8. Discussion of how to approve necessary items over email

Gary: I feel that we haven’t really set up guidelines for how we make decisions outside of our 
regular meetings, so it deserves some discussion.  We hadn’t contemplated making decisions via 
electronic means when the bylaws were written, so it seems safe to assume that there is no 
established rule for…
Michèle: I think you’re right about that, Gary.

Gary: ...that sort of thing, so if we want to extend decision making outside the bylaws, I think 
it’s gonna require some discussion, and maybe even an amendment to the bylaws.  The two cases
we have before us are (1) the approval of the letter to Capital Hall; it seemed to me a bit peculiar 
that the final draft was not available for review at the time the letter was presented [to the board] 
for approval. I feel that whether it takes place during a meeting (either in open or executive 
session), or in electronic form, the final text should be presented to the board for consideration 
and possible discussion.  In the case of using the latter method, it seems reasonable to allow a 
period of at least 24 hours for that consideration and discussion [before a possibly-amended final
draft is presented for a vote].
The other recent case that would be worthy of consideration relative to the proposed procedure, 
which has to do with the (2) [proposed] reading of our mission statement [contained in the 
bylaws] to open our open meetings.  This case is different from what is contained in the first 
example in that it affects the operation of the meetings themselves [so it must be considered 
during an open meeting], which is my main reason for not wanting to simply accept what people 
say on our closed mailing list discussion about this proposal.  I don’t necessarily oppose the idea 
behind the proposal, but I think that for such a statement to have any real meaning as a meeting 
opener, it has to perform more than a ceremonial function, that we simply read the sentence and 
proceed with the meeting, as I wrote in what I posted on the board-only mailing list.   It doesn’t 
really mean anything if it’s just ritualized.  I feel that before that measure is adopted, there must 
be some discussion, and some mechanism put in place [that forces us to] remind ourselves of 
what the mission statement means, and how well we are living up to our stated mission.  I’d be 
delighted if we could have a way to review what happened in our previous meeting and what 
we’re going to do in our current meeting and how those things are an example of the principles 
talked about in our mission statement [and in the rest of what’s contained in Section 2 of our 
bylaws]..



Andy: After skimming the Bylaws, there’s not too much on voting except that it says, “Unless 
otherwise described herein, decisions of the Union Square Neighborhood Council shall be made 
by majority vote and shall require a quorum of board members to participate.” You could read 
that to mean as long as more than half of board members vote, then we can have an online vote 
over email. The Bylaws also say, “Votes shall be noticed in the meeting agenda 48 hours ahead 
of the vote except in certain instances” that are then listed. And also that “text to be voted on 
shall be made available 48 hours ahead.” So my suggestion is to have a draft of a document 
emailed out with 48 hours of time to provide edits. After 48 hours, the author of the document 
could add edits or just call for an up or down vote on the document. And if the document is 
edited and a revised version sent via email, then it may require another 48 hour time period to 
provide more suggested edits or feedback.

Bill Cav: I skimmed the Bylaws as well and agree with Andy.

Michèle: This is not the first letter we’ve approved by email. We had already had discussion 
about Capital Hall - it had been two weeks since we were going to get a response to Capital Hall.
There was one sentence that Gary may not have liked. Ann and I as the co-chairs decided there 
had been enough time and discussion and those who had drafted and written the draft, and we 
decided it needed to be sent out. Now going forward, I agree with Andy on referencing the by-
laws.’But we have done more than one letter in this way.

Gary: I reserve the right to a different interpretation of the sequence of events, which I will only 
refer to briefly. I think it is dangerous to use the need to do something immediately as a way to 
avoid a proper process. The corporate phrase is “get it out the door,” which in effect often means 
to let the customer debug the product. Such is not to suggest our undertaking deserves to be 
tarred with the same brush. Having heard you state what sounds like a promise to present the 
final draft with a period of discussion, I don’t need to question other things.

Michèle: Yes, this is what I am saying - we will send an email about it being 2 days to reply at X
time. But we had worked on the letter and you have multiple times. I won’t belabor the point, but
I think the best thing now is to move forward and decide how many hours. … I agree that in 
future, we should [create a clear procedure to put into the bylaws to define how we write, review 
and approve such documents].

Gary had wanted to respond to Michèle’s extended statement [not captured in the minutes], but 
was over-ruled.  He did, however, accept Michèle’s agreement to a procedure which involves 
requiring that a near-final draft of a document intended to be sent to an external party be 
submitted to the board for review prior to a vote being taken, and a definite time limit (e.g. 24 
hours) for that review being imposed prior to a final vote being permitted.

Andy will draft language for this approval process.



Unanimous vote to table the rest of this discussion for executive session as needed to discuss 
discussions for personnel.

9. Updates on May Election - voting methods, advertising, deadlines

Gary: It is a top priority for me to look into the possible voting systems and schedule another O 
and C meeting.

Andy: We need to help get together an Elections Committee to get things going and pick a date 
for the election in May.

Bill Cav will talk to those who did it previously.

Andy points out those who organize now to get it started do not have to be the ones who help 
hold the vote on the day of. Also, anyone can serve on the Elections Committee as long as they 
are not running.

Gary: How can nomination endorsement signatures be collected for the upcoming election given
current circumstances?

Andy says email signature or voice recording is fine.

Michèle says people can safely drop off applications at someone’s house if needed.

USNC agrees to move discussion about the Mission Statement to a future meeting.

Bill S: Reading the Mission Statement is not a substantive matter and that we can just hold a vote
now on whether to say that statement. But Gary is correct that we can have discussions at 
meetings every so often as to how well we are advancing the Mission.

Andy points out anyone could read the mission statement in public comment anyway, but also 
happy to defer this discussion and vote to the next meeting.

10. Scheduling the next USNC meeting

Next USNC public meeting scheduled for March 15, 7 pm.

11. Public comment

None.



12. Executive Session for the purposes of developer negotiation strategies

Unanimous vote to go into Executive Session for the purposes of discussing developer 
negotiation strategies.


